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HISTORY OF BRAND:    
Jardín de Lúculo Los Bohemios is representative of the unconventional lifestyle of 

bohemianism followed by Juan Glaría and Virginia Arranz, the creators of this 
exceptional wine. 

This lifestyle, typical of adventurers and dreamers, gives name to a fresh, fruity 
range of wines coming from the best vineyards of Navarra.

VINEYARD:    
The wine called Jardín de Lúculo Los Bohemios was prepared from old Grenache 
vines growing in the lower mountains of Navarre, where the oldest strains of this 

variety are raised.

FERMENTATION & AGEING:   
After an optimal harvest in October from our old garnacha bush vines, the grapes 

were taken to the winery for destemming.
Then, the grapes are left macerating for a few hours in contact with the skins to be 

finally bled off and clarified to proceed to the fermenting process separately.
After some months of rest in concrete tanks, the wine is cold stabilized and filtered 

before being bottled.

WINEMAKER'S NOTES:   
Jardín de Lúculo Los Bohemios Rosé is an exquisite raspberry coloured rosé wine 
with aromas of fresh and exotic red fruits. On the palate it is fine and delicate, with 

a touch of cherries enhanced by the complex aniseed flavour. 
This is truly a lovely expression of high-quality Grenache.

SERVICE SUGGESTIONS:    
Try it with seafood paella or roasted peppers like “Piquillos” from Navarra.

Serve at 8-10ºC.

AWARDS:    
87 Points, Guía Peñín 2015, Spain, vintage 2013

Type: Young Rosé
Varieties: 100% Garnacha
Alcohol content: 14%
Residual sugar: 3 g/L

Case: 6 units
Cases per Pallet: 95
Pallet configuration: 19x5
Bottle barcode: EAN: 8437004204400 | UPC: 850617000937
Case barcode: 8437004204455 | 10850617000934


